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Abstract. In this paper we present an API to support modeling appli-
cations with Actors based on the paradigm of the Abstract Behavioural
Specification (ABS) language. With the introduction of JAVA 8, we
expose this API through a JAVA library to allow for a high-level actor-
based methodology for programming distributed systems which sup-
ports the programming to interfaces discipline. We validate this solution
through a case study where we obtain significant performance improve-
ments as well as illustrating the ease with which simple high and low-level
optimizations can be obtained by examining topologies and communica-
tion within an application. Using this API we show it is much easier to
observe drawbacks of shared data-structures and communications meth-
ods in the design phase of a distributed application and apply the nec-
essary corrections in order to obtain better results.
Keywords: Cloud computing · Programming models · Distributed
applications · Formal methods · Optimization
1 Introduction
The Java language is one of the mainstream object oriented programming lan-
guages that supports a programming to interfaces discipline. It has evolved into a
platform to design and implement standards in several domains of both research
and industry, along with supporting its community with new language features
and standards. With application reaching exascale dimensions in terms of data
volumes and requiring a lot of computing power, focus has increased in research-
ing numerous libraries and frameworks with an attempt to provide distribution
and concurrency at the level of Java language. However, it is widely recognized
that the thread-based model of concurrency in Java that is a well-known app-
roach is not appropriate for realizing distributed systems because of its inher-
ent synchronous communication model. A powerful concept on the other hand
is the event-driven actor model of concurrency introduced in [9] which allows
many applications to extend these actors to suit their behaviour. Examples of
these domains include designing embedded systems [5], wireless sensor networks
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[4], distributed web-services [19], multi-core programming [12,18] and delivering
cloud services through SaaS or PaaS [14,17]. Furthermore, it provides the basis
for increasingly popular languages in parallel and distributed computing like
Scala [8]. However, such a language uses an explicit mechanism at application
level to support message passing and handling, which diminishes the general
object-oriented approach of method look-ups that forms the basis of program-
ming to interfaces.
We introduce Java 8 API [15] to program distributed systems and to formalize
actor-based programming which implies asynchronous message passing together
with the evergrowing object-oriented software engineering approach. Using asyn-
chronous message passing and a corresponding actor programming methodology
which abstracts invocation from execution (e.g. thread-based deployment), we
want to fully support and emphasize the programming to interfaces discipline.
The main research question of this paper is to demonstrate that using this API,
several type-based optimizations can be achieved at the design phase as well
as detecting possible bottlenecks in distributed applications using the simple
example of The Sieve of Eratosthenes [3,16]. This is the first step in researching
how to use type-systems to automate optimizations in parallel and distributed
applications.
2 The ABS Language
Our starting point for the actor programming model assumed in this paper is
the Abstract Behavioral Specification language (ABS) introduced in [11]. ABS
offers programmers several features such as asynchronous method calls, futures
to control these calls, interfaces for encapsulation and cooperative scheduling of
method invocations inside concurrent (active) objects. Specifically any object
created in ABS represents an actor with encapsulated data. Similar to JAVA,
their behaviour and state is defined by implementing interfaces with their cor-
responding methods. Thus they interact by making asynchronous calls to these
methods which generate messages that are pushed into a queue specific to each
actor. An actor progresses by taking a message out of its queue and process-
ing it by executing its corresponding method. This feature combination results
in a concurrent object-oriented model which is inherently compositional. The
simplicity of ABS results from the fact that each actor is viewed as a separate
processor making it very suitable for modeling distributed applications similar to
MPI [6], with the added benefit of specifying a distinct behaviour for each actor
without the connectivity issue. Finally asynchronous method calls use futures as
dynamically generated references to return values.
3 The ABS-API Library
In this section we focus on the features in Java 8 that allow us to have an efficient
and easy to use implementation of the actor model in ABS. First, methods in
an interface are declared as Defender Methods using the default keyword. This
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allows actors to have a default behaviour and optionally override this behaviour
to suit a specific function. For instance, in Java 8 java.util.Comparator provides
a default method named reversed() that creates a reversed-order comparator of
the original one. Such default method eliminates the need for any implementing
class to provide such behavior by inheritance. Second, the introduction of Java
Functional Interfaces and lambda expressions is a fundamental change in Java
8. All interfaces that contain only one abstract method are now functional inter-
faces that at runtime can be turned into lambda expressions. This means that the
same lambda expression can be statically cast to a different matching functional
interface based on the context. This is a fundamental new feature in Java 8 that
facilitates application of functional programming paradigm in an object-oriented
language. This API makes use of these new features available in JAVA 8 because
many of the interfaces found in the Java libraries are now marked as functional
interfaces, most important of which in this context are java.lang.Runnable and
java.util.concurrent.Callable. This means that a lambda expression can replace
an instance of Runnable or Callable at runtime by JVM. Therefore a lambda
expression equivalent of a Runnable or a Callable can be treated as a queued mes-
sage of an actor and executed. Finally, Java Dynamic Invocation and execution
with method handles enables JVM to support efficient and flexible execution
of method invocations in the absence of static type information. This feature
introduces a new API, available through java.lang.invoke.MethodHandles that
allows translation of a lambda expression in Java 8 at runtime to be executed
by JVM. Furthermore, this feature has been validated performance-wise over
anonymous inner classes and the Java Reflection API. Thus, lambda expressions
are compiled and translated into method handle invocations rather reflective
code or anonymous inner classes.
The ABS-API library has a fundamental interface namely the Actor Inter-
face. Using an interface for an actor allows an object to preserve its own inter-
faces, and also it allows for multiple interfaces to be implemented and composed.
A Java API for the implementation of ABS models should have the following
main features. First, one actor should be able to asynchronously send an arbi-
trary message in terms of a method invocation to a receiver actor. Second, send-
ing a message can optionally generate the equivalent of an ABS future that
the sending actor can use to refer to the return value. Finally, an object dur-
ing the processing of a message should have a context reference to the sender
of a message in order to reply to the message via another message. All these
characteristics must co-exist without requiring any modification of the intended
interface, for an object to act like an actor. The Actor interface provides a set of
default methods, namely the run and send methods, as well as a queue that sup-
ports concurrent features of Java API 5. On one hand, the default run method
takes a message from the queue, checks its type and executes the message cor-
respondingly. On the other hand, the default (overloaded) send method stores
the sent message in the corresponding queue. As mentioned before, in ABS we
use futures to control synchronization. In the ABS-API we model messages that
are expected to return a result as instances of Callable and a future is created
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by the send method which is returned to the caller, while those messages that
need to run in parallel without a future reference to the outcome are modeled
as instances of Runnable.
4 Case Study
Using our solution, we present in this section a parallelized implementation of
the Sieve of Eratosthenes [3,16]. We aim to illustrate the benefit of using the Java
language to program in an actor-based model while at the same time showing
the performance improvement compared to other actor models, the benefit of
observing certain behaviours in the programming phase, as well as showing that
the actor-based model still performs well when compared to implementations
that apply low-level optimizations. Generating prime numbers is a key factor
in authentication algorithms. With distributed applications running on several
cloud environments, the need to authenticate securely and transparently without
a sizable overhead is constantly increasing. At the same time our case study is
perfect for modeling partitions as actors as well as making it easy to simulate an
application that can work on a multi-core platform using a shared memory or a
distributed platform where communication between actors is key. The Sieve of
Eratosthenes also allows us to illustrate several optimizations that result from
the actor based model, as well as how certain well known optimizations are easy
to apply in this model without significantly increasing the code size and therefore
the design phase of a distributed application.
To model the algorithm using actors we use the well-known partitioning
parallel algorithm and represent each partition as an actor. In this algorithm,
the numbers are partitioned into smaller sequences of numbers with the same
size. Based on this algorithm, the size of each partition must be equal or greater
than(except probably for the last partition) √n, and the number of partitions
must be equal or less than n/√n, where n is the target number. Following the
above-mentioned constraints, the first partition contains all the prime numbers
required to sieve, therefore the first actor in the model will be responsible for
sending asynchronous messages to the others that will invoke the sieving process.
With asynchronous messages written as regular method calls in Java, there is
a significant improvement in the ease of programming compared to a similar
solution that uses specialized directives like in MPI.
We decided to implement a data structure optimization, and therefore use a
BitSet data structure and also half the amount of processing work by eliminating
even numbers. These two optimizations clearly improve results and therefore
needed to be applied before testing our model to other implementations which
have at least these optimizations. We tested our solution on the SurfSara [13]
cluster using a 16 CPU machine with 128GB of memory. A small example of a
sieve invocation and using a future to synchronize on the result for checking the
correctness of the prime numbers found at the end of the program is given in
the following.
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for (Actor s : actors) {
//sieving process invocation for a new prime number
Future<Object> r = this.send(()->{s.sieve(prime)});
futures.add(r);
}
Our main result in this paper is that with just the two standard optimiza-
tions, we obtained instant results for candidates up to 108 and 2.6 s when testing
with 109 candidates. We decided to compare our results to the fastest sieving
algorithm that further has cache-friendly memory management, wheel factoriza-
tion and segmented sieve [20]. Our model is only 10 times slower with the record
program finishing for a target of 109 in 0.26 s. What we want to emphasize how-
ever is that the source code size for this record implementation is 505K compared
to 30K, the size of the Actor-based model. This significantly improves the ease
of programming even in a simple distributed application. Further comparisons
with other Actor-based models will be discussed in the following section.
4.1 Type-Based Optimization
As discussed before, we aim to use this API to observe certain drawbacks or bot-
tlenecks from the programming phase of the application. In this simple example
it is easy to observe that the number of asynchronous messages sent between
actors is very high. With the API exposed in the Java language we can easily
use a shared data structure to eliminate the messages sent corresponding to each
prime number used to sieve the partitions. While this is something very trivial,
what we actually aim to extract from this ABS-API is the possibility to detect
and automate such optimizations depending on the application that is modeled.
We want to be able to analyze several applications which can be CPU-intensive,
IO-intensive or with multiple memory accesses and be able to detect performance
penalties just like the one above.
5 Experimental Methodologies and Results
The development of multicore CPUs rapidly provides a bigger need for par-
allel and concurrent programming. Currently there are multiple open source
frameworks such as Akka, Erlang, Scala, Finagle, Storm, Hadoop, Ruby, Go
Language, Hive and Pig available for distributed parallel and concurrent pro-
gramming. Further Akka, Finagle, Storm and MapReduce are different elegant
solutions for distributed computing and are based on functional programming
languages. Pig programs are more complex, and can be compiled into an execu-
tion plan consisting of several stages of MapReduce jobs, some of which can run
concurrently. Further Pig and Hive are script based data flow languages and thus
more volatile and harder to debug during programming and provides a higher
level of abstraction for MapReduce programming that is similar to SQL, but it
is procedural code, not declarative. They can be extended with User Defined
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Functions (UDFs) written in Java, Python, JavaScript, Ruby, or Groovy and
includes tools for data execution but was not ideal for implementing the Sieve
of Eratosthenes case demonstrated in the proposed paper.
Also there are various actor oriented libraries and languages in the existing
techniques for implementing some variant of actor semantics and are based on
object oriented programming languages. The actor oriented languages includes
but are not limited to Erlang, SALSA, E language and AXUM that are based on
message passing. Further one of the important programming models based on
message passing is the Actor model. The Actor model is an inherently concurrent
model based on asynchronous message passing. Moreover the Actor based model
includes many important features such as encapsulation, fair scheduling, loca-
tion transparency, locality of references which makes the actor model a suitable
programming model for distributed parallel and concurrent programming. ABS
is a concurrent, object-oriented modeling language that features functional data
types. The ABS model uses asynchronous method calls, interfaces for encap-
sulation, and cooperative scheduling of method activations inside concurrent
objects. In specific the ABS language is a class-based object-oriented language
that features algebraic data types and side effect-free functions. Also Actors [22]
implement a shared-nothing model for concurrency. A model represents a frag-
ment of the state of sieve, specifically some subset of the primes discovered cur-
rently in the existing techniques. Further the existing open source frameworks
are compared with the ABS model proposed in the paper for performance by
implementing the Sieve of Eratosthenes case using the ABS API.
Currently there is a plurality of concurrent programming languages that
use the Actor-based model approach for computing the primes using Sieve of
Eratosthenes Algorithm. The results obtained from the existing concurrent pro-
gramming languages such as Scala, Erlang and Go Programming Language are
compared with the Actor based model approach implemented for Sieve of Eratos-
thenes Algorithm in the proposed paper. As discussed in the previous section,
the Actor-based model approach proposed in the paper generates primes at 2.6 s
until 109 on 16 CPU machines using Sieve of Eratosthenes Algorithm.
In the existing implementation for Sieve of Eratosthenes Algorithm in Ruby
using JRuby and Akka [23], both the controller and model actors are defined
as distinct classes. The message sent between the actors is a list with a leading
symbol and a payload contained in the remainder of the list. The model only
considers a value prime if it does not equal or divide evenly into any previously
observed primes. The Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm implemented in Ruby
using JRuby and Akka computes primes until 104 in 77.114 s. This method was
not effective and the performance was really slow once we got past an upper
bound of about 10,000 numbers.
This follows a similar implementation [21] for the Sieve of Eratosthenes Algo-
rithm in Erlang where tuples are used for sending messages instead of lists. The
Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm implemented using Erlang calculates primes until
106 in 3.6 s. This method was effective for calculating primes until 106, but the
performance was really slow for higher numbers between the range of 107 to 109.
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Further there are other actor-based languages, like Scala which closely follows the
object-oriented model of programming though it has many functional program-
ming features included to support message passing and handling but this method
diminishes the general object-oriented approach of method look-ups that forms
the basis of programming to interfaces.
Further in the existing technique, the Sieve of Eratosthenes Algorithm is
implemented using the Go programming language. Go programming language
[2] is a compiled language that combines some of the syntax of C with some
more dynamic aspects to form a next generation systems programming lan-
guage. One interesting feature of the Go language is the built-in multithreading
feature which is based on channels and goprocesses. For the Sieve of Eratosthenes
implementation using GoLangauge, each time a candidate makes it through the
sieve and is returned as a new prime number. Further a new goroutine is cre-
ated to check future candidates and reject them if they divide evenly by the
new prime. The implementation is not useful as a standalone application since it
includes no termination condition and also there are other disadvantages in the
model as each goroutine knows only about the prime it contains and the channel
where candidates should be sent if they pass. Once the goroutine is created its
state does not change and also new state is added by creating a new goroutine
for a newly-discovered prime and the state is never deleted. Moreover once a
prime is discovered, removing it from consideration is non-sensical due to all
states being completely distributed and no entity in the system knows about all
discovered primes. The Sieve of Eratosthenes algorithm implemented using Go
programming language calculates primes until 107 in 1m33.62 s. This method
was effective for calculating primes until 107 and could be further optimized
using the Wheel Factorization optimization technique which in turn provided
better time performance and calculated primes in 12 s for primes until 107.
Using the approach of the Go Programming Language, we tried the same
modeling in ABS. We created an object which generated candidate numbers and
created new objects with new found primes. The numbers were then sent through
asynchronous messages to objects containing primes up until the last object
which spawned a separate object with the newly found prime. Each object oper-
ated as a separate thread which verified candidate numbers and discarded them.
In this manner we discovered that the JAVA backend of ABS was extremely
costly performance-wise when sending asynchronous messages and creating new
objects. Even after buffering several prime numbers into the same object and
balancing the verification load we still obtained very slow results compared even
to a naive sequential approach. These results are what prompted us to develop
the ABS-API as a layer of translation between ABS and the JAVA backend to
both reduce code size and improve performance.
We also looked at some optimizations possible from the API perspective.
One interesting optimization was using instruction level parallelism by sieving
with more than one prime number at a time. While this is a very trivial task for
this application, we want to investigate the possibility of adjusting the overall
work of an actor as a load balancing technique implemented directly in the
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coding phase using the ABS-API. Furthermore we want to introduce a notion
of location-awareness to our ABS-API such that actors know when they can
communicate using just reads and writes from a shared data structure and when
actual asynchronous messages need to be passed in between them depending on
the machine that the actors run on. This memory-management optimization is
be a significant benefit to Cloud-distributed applications.
6 Related Work
Our Java ABS-API solution was constructed after looking at several works of
research and development in the domain of actor modeling and implementation
in different languages [10]. We discuss a few languages at the level of modeling
and implementation with more focus on Java and JVM-based efforts. Erlang [1]
is a programming language used to build massively scalable soft real-time sys-
tems with requirements on high availability. It is a functional language, which
extends to its native actors support. Its runtime system has built-in support
for concurrency, distribution and fault tolerance. Erlang provides language-level
features for creating and managing processes with the aim of simplifying concur-
rent programming. The processes in Erlang communicate using message passing
instead of shared variables, which removes the need for locks, but makes all syn-
chronization explicit. Scala [8] is both a functional and object-oriented language
that unifies thread-based and event-based programming model to fill the gap for
concurrency programming. Like Java it provides the same features for handling
concurrency, but it is not possible to manage and schedule priorities on messages
sent to other actors. We also compared our results to Akka [7] implementation
of the actor model. This toolkit allows to build highly concurrent, distributed,
and fault tolerant event-driven applications on the JVM based on actor model.
7 Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed an implementation of the actor-based ABS modeling
language in Java 8 which uses the basic object-oriented mechanisms, principles
of method look-up and programming to interfaces. We have used the API to
model a simple distributed application that remains performant without apply-
ing specific optimization and fares much better than other actor-based models.
We also showed the functionality of using Java to program distributed applica-
tions as well as making it possible to detect possible optimizations at the design
phase.
The underlying modeling language has an executable semantics and supports
a variety of formal analysis techniques, including deadlock and schedulability
analysis. Further it supports a formal behavioral specification of interfaces to
be used as contracts. As discussed in Sect. 4.1 our research will focus on using
type systems to automate optimization, extend our solution to identify resource
usage of programs and communication topologies and apply a corresponding
optimization table from which to eliminate drawbacks and bottlenecks during
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code generation. Our future work will also focus on modeling more difficult
distributed applications at testing important cloud features such as reliability,
resource-provisioning, multitenancy and scalability. We also aim to automatically
generate ABS models from Java code which follows the ABS design methodol-
ogy. Model extraction allows industry level applications be abstracted into mod-
els and analyzed for different goals such as deadlock analysis and concurrency
optimization.
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